Racing Games
Do you love to accelerate your car and talk with wind? Do you love listening to heavy
engine sound, sudden brakes and some crashes? Do you love the smell of burning
wheel? Do you love to boost up nitrous oxide to get enough power? Do you love to
upgrade your engine to deliver maximum power? Unfortunately you can’t do this on
road every time. So we are having some foot tapping games for you.
“If you love speed, we deliver it.”
There are lots if racing games. And every one is unique in its own way. In some games
you need to crash your opponents, in other games you have to chase your rivals, in some
games you have to drift, in other games you have save your ride from obstacle in your
path. But there is one thing common on all racing games, that is, you have to use your
driving skills to win the game.
Here you can select any kind of ride. From a FORMULA-1 car to heavy TANK. From a
cruiser bike to a super bike. Just select the one that you love to drive. From a normal car
to TRUCK. All games have real time experience. You will love to play all these games.
We are having some challenges that had to achieve to unlock your rides and carrier. As
you move ahead in game with competing your rivals and performing task the game level
also increases.
In all driving and racing game, the player selects one car and races against a time limit
or other racers to reach a destination. There are a wide range of games available. So
chose one that reflects your style and start racing around and challenging people.
So, what are you waiting for? Boost up your engine and accelerate your car.
War Machine:
As the name suggest it’s a war between you and others. You need to completely destroy
your rival to become the winner. Simply crash the one who stand in your way.
In this game you will be competing with other cars and your aim is to save your car. In
this you have to accelerate your car and had to destroy rest of the cars. As the level goes
up the number of cars also increases. So be prepared for warrior. Smash your rival’s car
and become a winner.
Mining Truck :
In this game you are provided with a truck. And you have to collects all the stones
coming in your path. Collect as stones as possible because as many stones you pick, your
points are also increasing. Do remember to focus on your speed with control over your

ride. Do not lose the stone while driving fast. That’s something we call skills. So try out
this game and get where you stand.
Monster Racers :
It’s a 3-D game. In this you have to select your TRUCK and then race. Just boost up your
ride and overcome all other challengers. So what are you waiting for? Go select your
truck and hit the road.

